NCSIF/UNCMC History
1996
CHIF Created
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Foundation Investment Fund (CHIF) was
created to provide a commingled investment vehicle for endowed assets of UNC-CH and its
Associated Entities

2004-2006
UNCMC CIO Departs and new CIO named
Mark Yusko departs (UNCMC) to form Morgan Creek Capital Management. Jon King,
previous CIO at Dartmouth, becomes new CIO
Board Governance Review
The Board of Directors met to discuss Board Governance and the investment options
available to mid-size institutions. In addition, an RFP was issued for outsourcing manager
selection. SEI was selected as the Fund’s outsourced manager. UNCMC was considered;
however, Jon King and large % of staff was new.

2008-2009
SEI-CIO and Organizational Changes
Due to SEI organizational changes and CIO leaving, the Fund conducted additional due
diligence on UNCMC.
Board Approved to invest all non-committed assets to UNCMC
At the May 2008 Board meeting, the Board of Directors approved to invested all noncommitted assets to UNCMC
Global Recession/Wall Street Collapse
Sub-Prime Crisis, Housing Bubble, Bernie Madoff Ponzi Scheme contribute to Global
Recession

2012
Portfolio protects on the downside
The one year return of 2.1% placed UNCMC in the top quartile as measured by the BNY
Mellon Universe for Foundation and Endowment when global markets trailed substantially.
Global financial markets weak
Investor fear re-enters the market in the fourth quarter of FY2012 as European Sovereign
issues bubbled back to the surface

2014
UNCMC Team Changes
Departure of Head of Public Equity Team, UNCMC created new risk manager position and
shifted other positions for workflow
Positive Returns
The 10-year return of 9.2% placed UNCMC in the top quartile of the BNY Mellon Endowment
and Foundation Funds Universe. Each of the UNCIF’s 3, 5, and 10-year returns (9.8%, 10.3%,
and 9.2%, respectively) exceeds the
primary return objective of preserving purchasing power after accounting for spending and
inflation.

By Fiscal Year

1999
NCSIF Created
The NC State Investment Fund (NCSIF) was created to provide a
commingled investment vehicle for endowed assets of NC State University
and its Associated Entities

2002-2003
CHIF Board transfers assets to UNCIF
December 31, 2002 a limited liability fund called the UNC Investment Fund
(UNCIF) was created to invest assets contributed by CHIF, UNC, and its
constituent institutions of the UNC system.
Separate Investment Corporation Created
UNC Management Company (UNCMC) was established as a non-profit,
professionally-staffed asset management company.

2007
Initial Investment with UNCMC
In November 2007, the Fund made an initial $20M investment with UNCMC

2010-2011
UNCMC moves to new offices
UNCMC relocated to 1400 Environ Way providing updated technology and
room for expansion
UNCMC rebounds after dismal 2009; Employs more beta
After -19.6% FY2009 return, UNCIF recorded a 6.8% and 15.3% return for
FY2010 and FY2011 respectively while lagging the overall market. More beta
incorporated into the portfolio in hopes of capturing some of the market
upside.
Fed Stimulus Package
QE2 was introduced, BP oil spill and European Debt Crisis ensued.

2013
New Target Allocation and Benchmarks introduced
New target allocation, asset class name changes, and benchmarks became
effective January 1, 2013.
New Investment Policy Statement Approved
NCSIF Board approved revised policy statement to incorporate changes in
allocation/benchmarks.

2015
5-Year Anniversary with UNCMC
December 2014 marked the 5-year mark in which the Fund fully transitioned
all non-committed assets to UNCMC
UNCMC Fee increase and Redemption Policy Change
Fee increased a total of 6bp from 18bp to 24bp. The increase will occur in
2bp increments over next 3 years. Changed redemption policy to restrict
large withdrawals.
Economy Improving & Markets continue to Rise
Despite drop in oil prices and European issues, markets in the US continue to
rise.
Federal Reserve Increases Interest Rates for the first time since recession

NCSIF/UNCMC History
2016
UNCMC Delegated Authority Change
Per manager limit increased to $75 million (orig. $40M) for additional subscriptions and
withdrawals/redemptions. Per manager limit increased to $50 million (orig. $40M) for
private fund commitments.
China Devalues the Yuan Amid an Economic Slowdown
Beijing sent shock waves through the global financial markets when it devalued its
currency against the dollar. Many have taken the devaluation as a sign that the Chinese
economy is slowing down faster than reported.
UK Referendum
On June 23, 2016, the United Kingdom European Union membership referendum was
held with the “leave” side winning the majority vote. Immediately following the result,
Prime Minister, David Cameron, resigned and was succeeded by Theresa May.
Global Economic Stagnation
The global economy's outlook for growth continues to be dominated by weaker growth
inputs, investment and labor supply, and remains under pressure from ongoing
political, policy, and economic uncertainties around the world.

2018
UNCMC SIPP Changes
During the October 2017 CHIF meeting, UNCMC recommended modest changes to asset
allocation targets (L/B, L/S, DS, Cash), ranges (L/B, L/S, DS, FI, Cash), and benchmarks
(DS, Cash, PE).
NCSIF Private Assets Portfolio Buildout
The buildout of the NCSIF private portfolio is fully underway with seven new
commitments ($37.5 million) consisting of 6 PE and 1 E&N managers as of
June 30, 2018
US & China Trade Tensions
Since April 2018, there have been ongoing introductions of tariffs on goods traded
between China and the United States. Trump’s rationale for imposing the tariffs has
been related to the US trade deficit and IP theft

By Fiscal Year

2017
Private Assets Advisor RFP
The NCSIF posted a private asset advisor RFP in Oct. 2016 with the final
selection being made in Mar. 2017. The advisor will help the NCSIF build on
top of the legacy fund-of-funds portfolio with direct investments in private
assets
Trump wins US Presidential Election
The populist trend of 2016 continued with Donald Trump's surprise election
on Nov. 8. Major indices added between 6 and 12 percent through the end of
the year as investors bid up stocks in anticipation of deregulation, lower
taxes, inflation and infrastructure spending.
Rising Rates
The Federal Reserve decided to raise interest rates by 25 basis points in its
December 2016 meeting, citing higher home prices, low unemployment and
improving confidence in the economy. The Fed implemented two additional
rate hikes in 2017, with the next hike being projected for December 2017.

2019
Midterm Elections
November 6, 2018 serves as the first serious electoral test for President
Donald Trump and his administration
Longest Bull Market in US History
On August 22, 2018, the US bull market turned 3,453 days old - putting it one
day beyond what is now the second longest bull market in history, which ran
from October 1990 and ended with the bursting of the tech bubble in March
2000.

